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Abstract
The Japanese “Nuki” joint is one of the basic jointing mechanisms used in historical timber constructions such as temples and shrines as well as in modern timber houses. 3-D nonlinear finite element models were firstly developed to simulate the wedge insertion processes and the initial strain (stress) states. 3D non-linear finite element models were then developed to simulate racking resistance of joints tightened by different over-sized wedges. It is found that wedge configurations have little effect on the ultimate racking behaviour and contact stress states, but are a primary influence on the initial stiffness of the joint.

Constitutive equations to model anisotropic elasto-plastic timber composite beams with openings were formulated and implemented into the finite element (FE) package ABAQUS, via a user defined subroutine. In addition, interactions between two openings were modelled, which gave the corresponding critical distance.

A finite element based model which was validated against test results and then used to investigate bond stress between a pre-stressed GRP tendon and the adjacent timber. Parametric studies were also undertaken to evaluate the effects of tendon thickness, beam span and the pre-tension force on the structural behaviour of beams.
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